MEMBERSHIP & SPONSORSHIP

“

“An excellent programme
with outstanding
participation from the
aviation finance investor
community.”
Shareholder, Vedder Price

“

“Ishka+ has built a great network of
industry experts, which combined
with their thoughtful and innovative
production, has enhanced the
conference experience for everyone.”
Head of OEM, Avolon

“

“Insightful, useful and very
well worth the time. Lots
of great content and
timely updates for the
market in 2021.”
SVP, UMB Bank

BACK ON THE ROAD
Ishka’s unique, intimate and
interactive physical events return in
2022 – with a global schedule
We’ve retained our focus on delivering events where content and
interaction is a priority and are excited to deliver the relaxed and
effective in-person networking that we’ve all missed. In these times of
market volatility, our core focus remains engaging with and attracting
institutional investors in different regions, helping to educate them
about the opportunities and risks within the asset class, and connect
them with key industry stakeholders to help the whole aviation
finance ecosystem thrive.
All our physical events will become hybrid events thanks to the
innovation of Ishka+. We’ll attract and look to grow our usual
audience of 250 – 300 in-person attendees and make all events
available live and on-demand to our 2200+ members – making
Ishka+ events some of the most widely viewed in the industry!

“

“The platform we were all waiting for!”
Founder / CEO, Rosa Airlines

“

“Setting the standard for the future! Excellent
content, broad discussions with industry
leaders and enthusiasts, gathered at one
event. If this will be the future standard of
virtual events, the need for physical events
will play less of an important role.”
VP Aerospace, Kuehne + Nagel
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BACK ON THE RUNWAY
Aviation’s first and only streaming
and networking service

For today and tomorrow

Ishka+ is a gamechanger and an industry first. Our custom built,
first of its kind platform delivers an annual calendar of best-in-class
content, from fully fledged events to original content in the form of
podcasts, panels, presentations and more – all on-topic and ondemand. At a time when it has never been more important to be
in front of your industry and your peers, Ishka+ offers the definitive
channel for brand positioning, thought leadership and networking.

The way we all connect, interact and exchange ideas has changed
forever. Ishka+ is not just in response to the current climate. Our
pioneering platform is designed to lead the transformation towards
the way information is consumed and marketing spend is measured.

“

“Ishka+ is a thorough hub of interviews and
Q&A sessions that add colour to their articles
and services. In times when travel is limited,
what Ishka provides is an informational port
during the storm.”
Aviation Analyst, ITE Management

Ishka+ is aviation finance’s fastest growing virtual hub. Our rich
calendar of events, originals and training delivers critical market
intelligence and expert opinion from key industry participants, all with
Ishka’s signature flair.
Our global member directory, available 24/7, allows you to connect
with your peers and prospects at the touch of a button, delivering the
highest quality and best-value networking. With direct messaging,
private meeting rooms and video call functionality, it’s never been as
easy to effortlessly connect and create new business connections
across the globe.
When in-person events return in 2022, Ishka+ will deliver remote
access via live / on-demand streaming, making Ishka+ events the
most accessible and widely viewed in the market.
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CALENDAR
March

Investing In Aviation Finance: Europe

Investor focus

June

Aviation Finance Festival: Dublin

Wider market focus

June

Investing In Aviation Finance: India

Wider market focus

September

Investing In Aviation Finance: China

Investor & wider market

September

Investing In Aviation Finance: Japan

Investor focus

Aviation Investival: North America

Investor & wider market

Investing In Aviation Finance: Germany

Investor focus

October
November

“

“The virtual format worked very well and it was a great event, so well done to you all
at Ishka for putting this together. It is great to be able to adapt to these challenging
times, and see these events evolve so they can still take place and with a high level
of participation from the industry.”
SVP Head of Risk, AMCK
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DISCOVER ISHKA+
Events

Originals: Regions

Hybrid events are here! Our unique, interactive and intimate
global events return allowing you to engage in person
with distinguished industry leaders from airlines, investors,
lessors and financiers. Utilising the Ishka+ platform, all events
become hybrid, with live streaming, real-time interaction
and on-demand viewing for Ishka+ members. Our bespoke
networking tools allow you to arrange key meetings and
engage with our comprehensive Ishka+ member directory
and our in-person events provide interactive sessions and an
informal atmosphere to network face-to-face.

With the world opening back up, the days of linear virtual
briefings taking place over the course of a day are set to
become a thing of the past. We’re pivoting our regional
briefings into Ishka+ Originals, with one session delivered ondemand, each day over the course of a week for maximum
convenience and consumption. Each miniseries of expert led
discussions and presentations examines the most pertinent
industry topics and key regions in meticulous detail, allowing
you to familiarise yourself with MENA, China, Korea, LATAM and
Africa – at home, in the office, or on-the-go.

Event dates are fixed, but our Originals and Training are fluid in
response to industry events and most relevant topics, and you can
help curate this part of our schedule.

View full calendar for all
upcoming events and content
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DISCOVER ISHKA+
Originals

Training

Tune in on-the-go to Ishka’s regular bitesize instalments of
thought-provoking discussion. From top CEOs to insightful
outsiders, delve deep into the industry’s pertinent topics in
under an hour.

The industry is changing at a pace like never before. Keep
your competitive edge for not just today but tomorrow with
Ishka+’s CPD accredited training. Conducted by industry
leaders and in-house Ishka experts, this top-tier educational
series will give your team a powerful boost.

Event dates are fixed, but our Originals and Training are fluid in
response to industry events and most relevant topics, and you can
help curate this part of our schedule.

View full calendar for all
upcoming events and content

“

“An ambitious and innovative project which was very well planned and executed. We
were delighted to participate and enjoyed the content both in terms of the diversity
of speakers and the range of issues covered. We look forward to future events.”
SVP Capital Markets, ELFC
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WHY SPONSOR
A technology platform fit for purpose

We’ve created a cutting edge, custom-built platform that
delivers both virtual and hybrid events to drive even greater
engagement for your business.

Dual branding reach

With a global roster of events to choose from, Ishka+ is the most
visible way to position your brand in 2022, with brand activation
taking place online to our 2200+ members and our traditional
250 in-person audience simultaneously.

Thought leadership

At Ishka, content has always been king, with our events carving
out a reputation for intimate, interactive and organic discussion.
Collaborate with us from the outset and position your speakers in
the best way possible, onstage, and online.

Ishka+ Originals

Independent from events, our Ishka+ Originals offer even more
content and value to our members. Collaborate with us on
formats and topics and get involved with the most must-see
aviation finance media in the space.

Lead delivery

We are able to provide you with true transparency on your
return on investment. Receive the data on who’s watched your
speaking session and visited your sponsor booth – and contact
them directly on Ishka+.

Breaking barriers for entry

Ishka+ is the easiest way for airlines and investors to keep in
touch with industry topics and connect with potential partners.
We offer them a complimentary Ishka+ membership, meaning
that you can engage with them more frequently than ever before.

Ishka+ Sponsors include

VedderPrice
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ISHKA+ MEMBERS
Make your sponsorship and marketing spend go further than
ever before. As part of your sponsorship package your entire
organisation will also get an Ishka+ membership providing
unlimited access to our calendar of events and content meaning a
disparate range of business functions can benefit. We’ll deliver the
opportunities senior members of the team crave and deliver value
for juniors with CPD accredited training.

100+
84%
82+

airlines

of companies
include senior
management as
platform users

countries

4%
7%

4%

8%
27%

8%
18%

10%
13%
Airlines

Bank

Institutional Investor

Consultant

Leasing

Investment Manager
Service Provider

Asset Manager
Other
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2200+ MEMBERS INCLUDE

50+						 40+
Institutional Investors and

Investment Manager organisations are members
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MEMBERSHIP & SPONSORSHIP
Corporate Membership

Sponsorship Opportunities

Ishka+ offers unique value for your entire organisation with a
breadth of content on offer to benefit different job functions as well
as different levels of seniority. In addition to unlimited virtual access
to everything that Ishka+ has to offer, you will get a 35% discount
on physical passes to any Ishka+ hybrid events for the duration of
your company subscription as well as in-person passes to Ishka+
member networking receptions throughout the year.

Sponsoring events on Ishka+ offers you the best-in-class option
to leverage virtual content and events, providing the widest reach
for your brand as well as positioning you as true industry thought
leaders. Even better, as we move out of the pandemic and towards
hybrid events, your sponsorship will go twice as far, with your brand
and speaking slots activated in-person and online to one of the
largest communities in the sector.

Contact Lewis Price to discuss membership options – and our
premium option with physical passes included in the price.

Contact Lewis Price to start building your bespoke sponsorship
package now.

Unlimited company membership cost £6000

Lewis Price

Head of Partnerships, Ishka

Complimentary
memberships available

(reserved for airlines and investors only)
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SPONSOR RATE CARD
Benefits

Partner

Sponsor

Branding (virtual and physical)

Top tier

Second tier

Speaking slots

2

1

Ishka+ annual membership

4

4

Post-event speaking slot data

4

4

Physical delegate passes

6

3

Ishka+ Training delivery (CPD certified)

4
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In-person client invites for airlines and investors

Unlimited

5

Unlimited client invites to view sessions on Ishka+

4
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Cost per event

£10000

£8000

Extras

Partner

Ishka+ Originals: Regions (speaking and branding)

£2000 per region

Bespoke Ishka+ Originals (panel, interview etc.) – up to 4 in the year

£4000

1 client invite to attend in person (no restrictions on company type)

Partner level only
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